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The Year of Harvest 
 

Prayer Guide 

 

            Week 3 
 

The Year of Harvest – Harvest without a Doubt 
 

He who continually goes forth weeping, Bearing seed for sowing, Shall doubtless come again with rejoicing, Bringing his 

sheaves with him. 

          

                                                                     Psalm 126:6 (NKJV) 




Prayer Focus: We end our contemplation of Psalm 126 with an amazing affirmation. God speaks through the 

psalmist and says that as we continue to go into the world carrying and sowing our seeds as a part of a godly 
lifestyle, there is no doubt that we will come again rejoicing and carrying our harvest. In the Hebrew, the word 

for carrying is used twice as an emphasis. The words are in two forms that indicate an affirmed present action. 

The idea is that the action is absolute, it will happen. This is a wonderful promise from God for those who will 

sow according to God’s precepts. This should give us a calm assurance that we will indeed see a harvest when 
the time of harvest is right for the seeds we are sowing. The meaning is a sense of something that will be brought 

about, and perhaps in the near future. There is another part of this harvest that we must not miss. The idea of this 

word that is used for coming has the idea of bringing something to be offered. The harvest that we bring with us 
is not ours. It is His harvest that we bring and lay at the feet of Jesus, the Lord of the harvest. This is why we 

come rejoicing, not because we have accomplished anything, but rather we come rejoicing because we have the 

honor to bring the harvest the Lord has given, and lay it at His feet as an act of worship. He is the only one who 
is worthy of receiving the harvest, and in part that is why the harvest is assured, to bring the glory and honor to 

His Name that only He deserves. He gives us the great privilege of participating with Him. What a glorious 

thought. What a glorious assurance. 

 
 

Day 1: Worship the Lord today for His assurance that those who sow will doubtless return with harvest. 

 
Day 2: Thank the Lord that he assures us in His Word that we can return rejoicing because of His 

victories. 
 

Day 3: Ask the Lord that you sow your seed; you will have a sense of anticipation of the assurance of 

the harvest. 

 

Day 4: Pray for other believers to catch this sense of anticipation for a great harvest this year. 
 

Day 5: Pray that your church would teach and train its members to carry the seed as a lifestyle and they 

would have this great assurance of returning with a harvest. 
 

Day 6: Pray for other churches in your city to anticipate the assurance of a great harvest this year.  
 

Day 7: Pray that this sense of assurance of harvest would fill the hearts of missionaries from your 

church. 
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